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SECOND-ORDER ELASTICITY WITH AXIAL 
SYMMETRY-I GENERAL THEORY 

A. P. S. SELVADURAIt and A. J. M. SPENCER 
Department of Theoretical Mechanics, University of Nottingham, England 

Abstract-The equations of second-order elasticity are developed for axially symmetric deformations of 
incompressible isotropic elastic materials. It is shown that by introducing a ‘displacement function’ the 
second-order problem can be reduced to the solution of an equation of the form E’JI =,f(R, Z) where Es is 
Stokes’ differential operator, R, Z are cylindrical polar coordinates, and f(R, Z) depends only on the first- 
order solution. The problem is formulated in terms of both cylindrical polar and spherical polar coordinates. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

BECAUSE of the non-linear character of the equations, in the solution of boundary value 
problems in the theory of finite elasticity recourse must often be made to approximate 
methods. One such method which has been employed quite extensively is the method of 
successive approximations, in which the first approximation is taken to be the solution 
of a problem in linear elasticity. The second approximation includes terms which are 
quadratic in the displacement gradients, and so on. Among the first to formulate such 
theories were Rivlin[l] and Green and Spratt[2]. The most comprehensive account, 
which gives additional references up to 1965, is given in Green and Adkins[3]. This 
uses the convected curvilinear coordinate formulation of finite elasticity, with its 
associated general tensor calculus. A description using cartesian tensor notation is 
given by Spencer [4]; this also contains some references to more recent work. Reference 
should also be made to further developments in a recent paper by Chan and Carlson [S]. 

Second-order elasticity is obtained by terminating the successive approximation 
procedure after the second approximation. In fact because of the algebraic complexity 
of the higher-order approximations it is only in rare cases practicable to go beyond the 
second approximation. The second-order theory is regarded as adequate to describe 
the mechanical behaviour of rubber-like materials at moderate, but not at very large, 
strains. 

Applications of second-order elasticity theory have been to problems involving a 
high degree of symmetry, such as bending, torsion, plane strain and plane stress. In 
this and subsequent papers we consider problems of axially symmetric deformations, 
which as far as we are aware have not been considered before except in cases of plane 
strain and plane stress. We deal only with incompressible isotropic elastic materials. 
The formulation is in terms of physical components of the tensors involved, and 
quantities are referred to cylindrical or spherical polar coordinates, as convenient, of 
particles of a body in its undeformed and deformed conligurations. 

Section 2 summarises the theory of incompressible finite elasticity expressed in 
terms of cylindrical polar coordinates. In section 3 the equations of second-order 
elasticity, referred to these coordinates, are developed. In section 4 we show how the 
solution of these equations is facilitated by introduction of a ‘displacement function’. 
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By introducing this function we make direct use of the assumed incompressibility of 
the material and reduce the solution of the second-order problem to the solution of a 
single equation of the form E4+ =f(R, Z), where E2 is Stokes operator [see equation 
(4.4)] and f depends only on the first-order solution. This ‘displacement function’ 
technique, which is particularly convenient when displacement boundary conditions 
are specified, has also been applied to plane strain problems of incompressible second- 
order elasticity[6] where it provides a useful alternative to the Airy stress function 
approach. In Section 5 the same theory is developed in terms of spherical polar 
coordinates. 

This paper deals with the basic theory only. Applications to special problems 
be made in subsequent papers. 

will 

2. FINITE ELASTICITY WITH AXIAL SYMMETRY. CYLINDRICAL POLAR 
COORDINATES 

We initially refer the deformation to a set of rectangular Cartesian coordinates, and 
denote by XA (A = 1,2,3) the coordinates in this frame of a generic particle in its 
reference configuration and by xt(X,) (i = 1,2,3) the coordinates of the same particle 
in a deformed configuration. Cylindrical polar coordinates (R, @, 2) of particles in the 
reference state and (r, 4, z) of particles in the deformed state are given by 

X,=Rcos@, X,=Rsin@, X3=2, 

x1 = rcosr$, xz=rsinrp, x3 = 2. 

(2.1) 

For axially symmetric deformations we have 

r = r(R, Z), C#I = @, z = z(R, 2). (2.2) 

With (2.2), the matrix F of deformation gradients in the directions of R, Q’, Z is 

F= 

We consider incompressible materials for which 

~1. 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

The matrix of the physical components of the Cauchy-Green strain tensor, referred to 
(r, 4, z) coordinates, is 
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B=mT= 

and, with (2.4), the inverse of B is 

The s 

[ 

ar az ar az * 1 
0 

lin invariants of B are 

Z3 = det B = 1. 

(2.5) 

. (2.6) 

(2.7) 

The matrix S of the physical components of the symmetrical Cauchy stress tensor 
(given by resolving the force per unit area in the deformed body in the directions of the 
axes in the deformed body), referred to (r, 4, z) coordinates, is 

sl-r 0 SW 
s= 0 s##+ 0 c 1 (2.8) 

St-% 0 s,, 

where the zero components are due to the assumed axial symmetry. It is more con- 
venient to work in terms of the transposed nonsymmetrical Piola-Kirchoff stress 
tensor, of which the matrix T of components is, for incompressible material and for the 
axially symmetric deformations considered here 

(2.9) 

Here t&r for example, denotes the component in the r direction of the force per unit 
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area of an element which is normal to the R axis in the reference configuration. Note 
that in general fRt f tz,. 

The constitutive equation for an incompressible, isotropic elastic material, expressed 
in cylindrical polar coordinates with axial symmetry, can be stated in the form 

S = --~I+x,B+x_~B-‘, (2.10) 

where p is an arbitrary 

-pF-* + x,FT+ x_~F-~B-~, (2.11) 

The of equilibrium, in the absence of body forces, are 

(2.12) 
!!!&+za+!&-0 
dR az 

F(R, 2) = 0 
in the undeformed body, are 

F, = nRtR, + n&,, Fz = nRtR+ + nzfzz, 

where 

& aF]aR n;+n;= 1, -=- 

3. SECOND-ORDER ELASTICITY 

It is now assumed that the coordinates (r, z) of the particle 
coordinates R,Z can be expressed as asymptotic power series 
parameter l as E --jr 0, as follows 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

which initially has 
in a dimensionless 

r=Ri-u= R + ii c%SR,Z), z =Z+w=Z+ 5 e”w,(R,Z). (3.1) 
n=l l&=1 

The parameter l is at this stage unspecified; usually a natural choice of e arises in the 
course of discussion of specific problems. Retention of the first terms only in the series 
in (3.1) gives rise to classical linear elasticity, in this case speciahsed to incompressible 
material and axially symmetric deformations. Second-order elasticity results from 
retaining the terms corresponding to II = 1 and n = 2 and consistently neglecting terms 
involving ~3 and higher powers of C. Higher order theories are readily formulated in 
principle but their algebraic complexity increases rapidly as higher order terms are 
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included. For second-order elasticity we take 

r= R+~u~(R,Z)+E~U~(R,Z), 
(3.2) 

z= Z+~V~(R,Z)+E~W~(R,Z), 

and we will neglect, usually without further comment, terms which contain as factors 
e3 and higher powers of E. 

By substituting (3.2) into (2.4) and equating coefficients of E and E*, we obtain the 
first and second order incompressibility conditions 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

By substituting (3.2) into (2.3) we have 

F = I+eF1+e2F2, 
F-1 = I-•F1-•2(F2-F;), 

(3.5) 

where 

F1 = 

au, 
aR 

0 au; 
az 

0 2 0 

aw, 
dR O $2 

au, 
aR 

0% 
az 

,F2= 0 2 0. 

i I !&Zoaw, 
aR az 

(3.6) 

From (2.5), (2.6) and (3.5) it then follows that 

where 

B=I+eB,+e*B*, 
(3.7) 

B-l = I - l B1 - l 2(B2 -B;) 

B,=F1+F;, B2 = F2 + F,T+ FIF;. (3.8) 

From (3.3), (3.6) and (3.8) it follows that tr B, = 0. Hence, from (2.7) and (3.7), I1 and 
I, take the forms 

where 

II= 3+e21~‘, z2= 3+e*l$ (3.9) 

Z’*’ = tr B 1 2, 1’2) = -_@)+trB* 
2 1 1’ 

(3.10) 
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We now assume that the response functions x1 and x_, can be expressed as Taylor 
series in I1 - 3 and Z2 - 3, in the form 

x1 = 2C1+(Z1-3)%+(Z,-3)%+* * *. , 
1 2 

x-l =-2C2+ (I,-3)++ (r,-3)%+. * * -, 

1 2 

(3.11) 

where 2C, and -2Cz denote the values of x1 and x-~ at I, = 3, I, = 3, and all derivatives 
of x1 and x-r are evaluated at I, = 3, I2 = 3. This notation is chosen because 2C, and 
-2C, are the constant values of x1 and x-l when the elastic material has a strain- 
energy function of the Mooney-Rivlin form 

w = c1(z,-3)+c2(z2-3) 

but the present work is not dependent on W having this form, or even on the existence 
of a strain-energy function. From (3.9) and (3.11) it follows that, up to terms in l 2 

x1 = 2c1+ 8 
[ 
Z(2)& 1 azl+/r)$y]~ 

x_1 =-2c,+$ [ ~;2’!?3+1:2)!?p 1 . 

1 2 

(3.12) 

It is further assumed that T and p can be expressed as power series in E, in the forms 

T = 2 e”T,, p = 2 @p,. (3.13) 
n=o n=o 

We now substitute (3.5), (3.Q (3.12) and (3.13) into the constitutive equation (2.11) 
and equate coefficients of powers of E. The terms independent of E give 

TO = -_(p,- 2C, + 2C,)I. (3.14) 

If this is to satisfy the equilibrium equations, T, must be a uniform hydrostatic stress. 
Since such a stress is, for incompressible material, independent of the deformation, we 
may without loss of generality take it to be zero, and if necessary superpose any 
required constant hydrostatic stress on any stress field obtained under this assumption. 
Thus we take p. = 2(C, - C,). The terms linear in E then give 

T, = -pJ + 2(C, + C,)B,. (3.15) 

This is the constitutive equation of linear incompressible elasticity if we identify 
2(C1 + C,) with the elastic shear modulus p. We thus denote 

and (3.15) becomes 

CL = 2(cl+c2) 

T1 = --pII+ pB1. 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 
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Equating coefficients of e2 gives 
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Tz = -pzI+p,F1+p(Bz-F1B1)-2C,B;, (3.18) 

where we have used (3.8) and (3.16), and-absorbed some other terms into p2. Equation 
(3.18) is the constitutive equation for the second order stress components. We note 
that to this order the stress depends on x1 and x-2 only through their values 2C1 
and -2C, at I, = 3, I2 = 3. 

We further develop (3.18) by introducing new variables u: and wd by the relations 

u.2 = u;+ u;, wz= w;+w; (3.19) 

where 

or, more briefly 

u; = &DU,, WI = $Dw,, 

where D denotes the operator 

D = ul&+wl-&. (3.2 1) 

(3.20) 

On substituting (3.19) and (3.20) in the second-order incompressibility condition (3.4), 
this condition takes the simple form 

$!.L+!i+?& 0. (3.22) 

The substitutions (3.19) and (3.20) are a special case of a result given by Chan and 
Carlson[5]. Other expressions besides (3.20) which reduce (3.4) to (3.22) exist; two 
examples are 

au, 1 U2 
(ii) U: = w~----~, awl 

az 2R 
w; = W’Z 

but (3.20) is most convenient for our purposes and will be used in this paper. 
We now denote 

F; = 3 ’ R ’ (3.23) 
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and it immediately follows from (3.6) and (3.19) that 

F2=F;+F;. 

Also, using (3.Q we set 

M. SPENCER 

Bz= B;+B;+B;, 

where 

B; = F; + FLT, B; = F;+ FiT, B;’ = FIF;. 

From (3.20) and (3.23) it follows, after a little manipulation, that 

Hence, using (3.25) and (3.26) we may express (3.18) in the form 

T, = --~,I+/.LB;+T;, 

where 

T; = plF, +~/L[DB, -F; + (F;Y] - 2&B; 

and T; depends only on the first-order solution. 

From (2.12) and (3.13) the n-th order equilibrium equations are 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 
at(n) at(n) f(n) 
““+__zL+$= 0, 

aR 

fern= 1,2,... , where rzr), t$ fg), 12~)’ tg)are the nonzero elements of T,. 

Equations (3.3), (3.17) and (3.29) with n = 1, are the equations of axially symmetric 
linear incompressible elasticity. A solution of these determines ul, wl, p1 and T1, and 
hence the matrix Ti. Then (3.22), (3.27) and (3.29) with n = 2 are a set of equations 
for u;, WI, pZ and T,, which we refer to as the equations of second-order elasticity for 

axially symmetric deformations of incompressible materials. These equations are of 
the same form as the first-order equations except that they contain inhomogeneous 
terms represented by the elements of Ti, which are determined by the first-order 

solution. 

4. DISPLACEMENT FUNCTIONS 

We consider first the linear elastic equations. The first-order incompressibility 
condition (3.3) may be satisfied identically by the introduction of a displacement 
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function JI1 such that 

In terms of JI1, (3.17) becomes 

By substituting (4.2) in (3.29) (n = 1) we obtain 

-$+p [;I& (Eyl)] = 0, 

ai3 --- 
az P [ f-&‘$d] = 0, 

where E2 is Stokes’ operator 

E2+b1 = $,. 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

By eliminating p1 from (4.3) we have 

E4@1= 0, (4.5) 

and by eliminating ICI1 from (4.3) 

( yg+;&+g > Pt = vp, = 0. (4.6) 

This formulation in terms of $1 has a close formal resemblance to the theory of 
axially symmetric slow flows of an incompressible Newtonian viscous liquid in terms 
of Stokes’ stream function. It is particularly convenient when displacement boundary 
conditions are given, but can also be readily applied to many problems which have 
traction boundary conditions. It does not seem to have been exploited to any great 
extent in linear elasticity, presumably because the incompressible theory has only 
limited practical interest in the context of small deformation theory. This is not the 
case with the second-order theory, which can often be applied to materials such as 
many natural and artificial rubbers which are virtually incompressible. 

We adopt a similar approach in the case of the second-order equations. The second- 
order incompressibility condition, in the form (3.22), is satisfied identically by ex- 
pressing U; and w: in terms of a second-order displacement function $2 by the relations 

(4.7) 
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The second-order stress components expressed in terms of&are, from (3.27) and (4.7) 

14.8) 

where Ti,, T&,, T&, TL,, Tbr are the non-zero elements of Ti. If we now substitute 
(4.8) in (3.29) (with n = 2) we obtain 

&$(E2&)] = GAR, Z), 

(4.9) 

ai72 --- 

az 
P -&f$E2+2)]= G,(R,Zh 

where 

aT' Ti?!, - TkB GdR,Z) =-(3+$+ R ), 
(4.10) 

G,(R,Z) = - , 

and G&Z) and G&R, 2) depend onty on the first-order solution. By eliminating 
p2 and Jlt in turn from (4.9) we find 

Q2p2=- 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

The procedure for determining a second-order solution when the first-order solution 
is known is as follows. From the first-order solution we determine ui and of from 
(3.20) and the elements of Ti from (3.28). The right-hand side of (4.11) can then be 
found. It is then necessary to solve (4.11); the solution is the sum of a particular integral 
and a solution of the homogeneous equation E4+2 = 0. It is .of course necessary to 
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select that solution of (4.11) which will eventually satisfy the boundary conditions. 
Having thus determined Jlqr ud and wi are given by (4.7) and so the second-order dis- 

placement field is obtained by (3.19). To determine the stress field we now integrate 
(4.9) to obtain pz. Since ul and wd are already found we readily determine Bi from 
(3.23) and (3.26), and T,’ is known from the first-order solution. Hence Tz. is given by 
(3.27), and the second-order solution is complete. The components of the Cauchy 
stress tensor, if required, are given in terms of T by (2.9). To second-order in E we have, 
from(2.9),(3.5)and(3.13),withT,=O 

S = cT1 + 8(T, + F,T,). (4.13) 

5. SPHERICAL POLAR COORDINATES 

The theory of sections 2-4 may equally well be developed in a similar way using 
polar coordinates. It is, however, simpler to make use of the results of these earlier 
spherical sections. 

We denote by (S, @, 0) and (s, I#J, 0) the spherical polar coordinates of particles in 
the reference and deformed configurations, so that 

r=Ssin@, Z=ScosO, 

r = s sin 13, z=scoso. 
(5.1) 

For axially symmetric deformations 

s=s(S,O), c#J=@, e=e(s,o). (5.2) 

The matrix of deformation gradients in the directions of S, @, 0 is denoted G,. Thus 

and we note that 

where 

G,= 0 I 
as 
as 

ae 
53 

0 

s sin e 
S 

0 

G,=rFR 

1 as -- 
SaO 

0 3 1 s ae -- 
sat3 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

cos 8 

-sin8 1 
sin 0 

[ cos0 

0 cos 0 
0 , R= 0 1 0 , (5.5) 

c0se 0 0 -sin@ 1 
and that r, R are symmetric orthogonal matrices with determinant equal to -1. We 
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further denote 

C, = G,G,T. (5.6) 

It is convenient to introduce a matrix G defined by 

G=RFR. (5.7) 

From (5.4), (5.5) and (5.7) it follows that 

G = RIG,, G, = rRG, (5.8) 

0 -sin(8--0) 
0 1 (5.9) 

cos (0 - 0) 

is a proper orthogonal matrix. We also denote 

C = GGT = RrG,GrrR = RFFTR. (5.10) 

The matrices of the components of the Cauchy and transposed Piola-Kirchoff 
stress tensors referred to the spherical polar coordinates are denoted by S, and T, 
respectively, and are given by 

S, = rSr, (5.11) 

T, = RTr = G;‘S,, S, = GT,. (5.12) 

It is, however, more convenient to use as the measure of stress a further non-symmetric 
matrix P defined by 

From(5.11),(5.12)and(5.13) 

1 = RTR. (5.13) 

P = T,rR, T, = PRr, P = G-‘S,rR, S, = GPRr. (5.14) 

The point of introducing P is that in terms of its elements the equilibrium equations 
take the simple form 

aP,+laP, 
g- s ~+~(2P,,-PPom-PPes+P~~cot 0) = 07 

apse 1 ap,, 1 
T+S a@ +S[@W-P~~)cot~+2Pse+P~sl=0. 

(5.15) 
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Neither T, nor S, admit correspondingly simple expressions for the equilibrium equa- 
tions referred to coordinates S, @, 0. It is not necessary to introduce a matrix analogous 
to Pin dealing with axially symmetric problems in cylindrical coordinates because when 
C$ = a, the matrix of the transformation from (x1.x2,x3) to (r, 4, z) is the same as that 
from (X1,X,,X,) to (R, @,Z). In transforming from cylindrical to spherical co- 
ordinates, however, in general 8 # 0, and consequently r # R, and the matrices P 
and T, are different. 

The constitutive equation for P is most conveniently obtained by multiplying (2.11) 
onthe left and on the right by R and using (5.7), (5.10) and (5.13). This gives 

I’ = --pG-’ + xlGT+ x_~G-‘C-‘. (5.16) 

The components, in the s and 8 directions, of the traction on a surface which in the 
undeformed configuration has normal with components ms and me in the S and 0 
directions are F, and Fg, where 

The components of displacement in the directions of increasing S and 0 are denoted 
5. r), so that 

s=scos(@-@0)-S, r)=Ssin(@--8). (5.18) 

We now follow the procedure of section 3 and expand formally in powers of E. 
Thus we write 

(5.19) 

where, from (3.1) 

[n=Unsin8+w,cos0, qn=u,cos@-wW,sinO. (5.20) 

In addition, we denote 

~;=*~sin@+w~COS@, q;=u;cos@-wq:sin@, (5.21) 

(5.22) 

n;=u;COs8-ww:sin8=~~,+- lg& 
2 S’ 

where the operator D (equation 3.2 1) can now be expressed in the form 

D = &&+s& 
(, 

(5.23) 
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and 

62 = e;+C$ 772 = n;+?$. 

The first and second order incompressibility conditions (3.3) and (3.22) now take 
the forms 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 

and it follows from (4.1) and (4.7) with (5.20) and (5.21), that tl, ql, 6; and q; can be 

derived from the first and second order displacement functions & and & by means of 
the relations 

(5.26) 

(5.27) 

We now adopt the notations 

G, = RFIR, G; = RF;R, (5.28) 

C1=RBIR=G1+Gf, C; = RB;R = G;+G;? (5.29) 

P, = RTIR, P2 = RT2R, P; = RT;R. (5.30) 

We require explicit expressions for G, and Gk in terms of the displacement components. 

These may be obtained in various ways, the most direct being by substituting (3.6), 
(3.23) and (5.5) in (5.28) and using (5.20) and (5.21). This gives 

, (5.3 1) 

0 

(5.32) 
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Toordere*,from (3.13) (recalling T, = 0),(5.13)and(5.30) 

P = EPI + E*PZ 

and, from (3.17), (5.29) and (5.30) 

P, = -pJ + jLc1; 

from (3.27), (5.29) and (5.30) 

and, from (3.28), (5.28), (5.29) and (5.30) 

P; = plG, +&.L[R(DB,)R -G; + (G;)2] - 2C,C;. 

111 

(5.33) 

(5.34) 

(5.35) 

(5.36) 

Now 

R( DB1)R = D(RB,R) - (DR)BIR - RB,( DR) 
= DC, - (DR)RC - CR(DR). 

Also, from (5.5) and (5.23) 

R(DR) =-(DR)R= y (5.37) 

where Q denotes the skew-symmetric matrix shown in (5.37). Hence (5.36) may be 
written 

From (5.15), the n-th order equilibrium equations are 

for n = 1,2, . . . , where pg’, ~(2, p’,“,‘, p$), p’e”,’ are the non-zero elements of P,. 
In terms of the displacement function &, the elements of the first-order stress matrix 

P1 are, from (5.26), (5.3 1) and (5.34) 

p;; = -pl + 2p 
[ 
_i!X+_, 2 a+ 

S2sin0 1 asac s a@ ’ 
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P!$=-P1+s2i;0 [ cot@ad,_12!h 
as 1 sa0 - 

pg=-pl+dL z!hL_cot@2LLaLl 
S * sin 0 [ &!$a0 1 as S a0 ’ (5.40) 

(1) - (1) - 
PM - pes - L 

S sin 0 [ 
2 ah a% 

as* s as 
1 a*t+51 + cot 0 at++, --- -- 

s* a0* 1 s* a0 . 

By substituting (5.40) into (5.39) with n = 1, we obtain 

ah --- 
as S2~n0~w*~l)=o~ 

(5.41) 
--- ; ~+&&ww = 0, 

where in spherical polar coordinates the operator E* has the form 

a* 1 a2 cot 0 a 
E* =as++~s- -- 

s* a0’ 
(5.42) 

By eliminating p1 and & in turn from (5.41), we have 

E4~,=0, (5.43) 

( i a2 cot 0 a j$++-$+~Tj@+-- s a0 Pl=v*Pl=o. 
1 

(5.44) 

These results could of course have been obtained directly from (4.5) and (4.6). A solu- 
tion of (5.43) determines p1 through (5.41), e1 and q1 through (5.26), and the first-order 
stress components through (5.34) or (5.40) and so gives rise to a complete first-order 
solution. Note that to first-order in E, the stress matrices SII, T, and P are the same. The 
first order equations are thus those of linear elasticity for incompressible materials 
with axial symmetry expressed in spherical polar coordinates. 

In a similar manner, the elements of P2 are given in terms of I/J* by (5.27), (5.32) 
and (5.3 5) in the forms 

P E=-p*+ a*Ji2 ! 2 a+, +pt 2~ 

S*sinO [ asa s a0 1 sa’ 

P~;=-P2+s2~n0 
[ 

cot&!!k-l% +p' 
as s a0 1 OB’ 

(5.45) 

pg; = -p* + 2~ w2 -- 
S* sin 0 [ asa 

cot 0~_G!!!z +p' 
as s a0 1 ee’ 

(2) 
Pse 

P'&' J [ 

-ssko ;72 w*__Lz!kz+co%!kz + pLe 
q * s as Pa02 s* a0 

II 
p, ’ 
Bs 
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where P’_ etc. are the non-zero elements of Pi, and are given by (5.38) when the first- 
order solution is known. 

By substituting (5.45) into (5.39) with n = 2, we obtain 

(5.46) 

-- 
; ~+&&w = HAS, Oh 

where 

H1(S,8)=- 
I 
~+~~+~(2P;,-P&-P;(#+P~cot@) , 

q I 

H,(S,@)=- ~+~~+~[(P,-P~)cot8+2P~,+P;J}, 
i 

(5.47) 

and H1 and Ho depend only on the first-order solution. By eliminating p2 and I,!I* in 
turn from (5.46), we have 

(5.48) 

(5.49) 

Equations (5.48) and (5.49) are equivalent to (4.11) and (4.12) respectively, but are 
not easily derived directly from these equations. 

The procedure for finding a second-order solution when the first-order solution is 
known is similar to that described at the end of section 4. The first-order solution 
determines fi, q; and Pi, and hence the right-hand sides of (5.46) and (5.48). A solu- 
tion of (5.48) for I/J~ is then sought; this gives 6:: and 71 by (5.27) and p2 by integration 
of (5.46). The second-order displacement components are then 5, = t:+[i and v2 = 
74 + $. The second-order stress matrix P, can then be obtained from (5.35). 

To express the stress in terms of the physically more meaningful Piola-Kirchoff 
or Cauchy stress tensor components we use (5.14). From (5.9), (5.18) and (5.19), to 
first-order in E 

0 0 -1 
Rr=1+7 [ 0 0 

10 
0 1 
0 

=I+cFQ, (5.50) 

where Q was defined in (5.37). Then from (5.14), (5.28), (5.33) and (5.50), to order ~2 

T.=eP,+s++~P,Q), (5.51) 

S, = EP~+E~ 
( 
Ps+$PrQ+GIPl 

> 
. (5.52) 
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R&mm6-Les equations d’elasticite du second ordre sont developpees pour des deformations symttriques 
axiales de materiaux elastiques, isotropes et incompressibles. 11 est montre que par l’introduction dune “fonc- 
tion de deplacement” le problbme du second ordre peut &tre ramene a la resolution dune equation de la forme 
E?!J =f (R, 2) oti EP est l’operateur differentiel de Stokes, R, Z sont des coordonne polaires cylindriques, et 
f (R, Z) depend seulement de la solution du premier ordre. Le probleme est formule en termes de coordon- 
nees polaires aussi bien cylindriques que sphtriques. 

ZusannnenfatIsung- Die Gleichungen von Elastizigt zweiter Ordnung werden fur achsensymmetrische De- 
formationen inkompressibler isotropischer elastischer Stoffe entwickelt. Es wird gezeigt, dass das Problem 
zweiter Ordnung durch Einfiihrung einer ‘Verdriingungsfunktion’ auf die Liisung einer Gleichung der Form 
E’JI = f (R, Z) in der EZ Stokes’ Differentialoperator ist, R, Z zylindrische Polarkoordinaten sind, und 
f (R, Z) nur von der Losung erster Ordnung abhangt. Das Problem wird in Termen von zylindrischen Polar- 
koordinaten und such von spherischen Polarkoordinaten formuliert. 

Sommario-Si sviluppano le equazioni di elasticita di seconda grandezza per le deformazioni simmetriche 
assiali di materiali elastici isotropici incomprimibili. Si dimostra the introducendo UM Yunzione di sposta- 
mento”, il problema di seconda grandezza puo essere ridotto alla soluzione di un’equazione della forma E4$ = 
f (R, Z) dove E2 2 l’operator ditferenziale di Stokes, R, Z sono coordinate polari cilindriche e f (R, Z) di- 
pende solo dalla soluzione della prima grandezza. 11 problema e formulato in rapporto alle coordinate polari 
cilindriche e polari sferiche. 

A~CT~IICT - Pa3embr ypaaHeHHa ynpyrocTw BTO~O~O nopnnlta B cnyrae OcecHMMeTpHHHMx ,&IopMauHB 
HeOKHMaeMbIX H30TpIIHYeCKHX yIIpyrHX MaTepHaJIOB. DOKa3aH0, ‘IT0 npH BBeBeHHH WbyHKuHH ChlemeHHBB 
~03~0~~0 cBe.,neHHe 3apaHH BTO~O~O noprnwa K pemeHHIo ypaBHeHHa B Byqe E4# = F(R, Z), me E4 - one- 
paTOp nH&lX?HI@IpOBaHHB CTOKCa, R, Z - utI.IIH~pH’I~KHe nOJ-IBpHbIe KOOpHHHaTbI, H F(R, Z) 3aBHCHT 
TOJIbKO OT peIIIeHH#I IIepBOrO nOpBIIKa. npo6nehla @IOpMyJIHpyeTCB ‘Iepe3 KaK IIHJ-IHHBpH’I~KIie IIOJIIIpHbIe 
TaK C&JWIecKHe IIOJIBpHbIe KOOpnHHaTbI. 


